
Cambridge 19 iii 68 
Dear Errnnett, 

Many thanks for the list of 100 best books and for the 
mention in NESTOR. I'm not quite sure what being no.200 
implies (very lucky to get in?), but it is something of en 
honour. I have asked the Press to sencr·NESTOR a review copy 
of the gnd ed. of Becipherment, published 21 March; if it 
does not arrive in due course, please let me know and I'll 
see you get one. It is a reprint of the earlier edition, 
except that the Postscript has been rewritten and brought 
u J-to-date. 

The chalcenteric Jean-Pierre has produced his transcript 
of KN tab·lets, which I am slowly v.rorking through. For the 
most part the changes are matters of detail, removing dots, 
adding as dotted signs what I put in notes or brackets, etc.· 
I am disposed to accept most of them without corrnnent. But 
so fer I have found one or two things of some interest, the 
most important being a nev. reading in U6 160. 4, v.here we 
read the word attBcij.ed to VIN as de-9-~-!c9-]\r9. JPO thinks 
the wo non-existent, and the second de is really re-u squeezed 
together, ie. de-r~-v-~~· This heClidn't comment on, but 
it excited me considerably, because I saw very quickly that 
we have here the word f'or 'muet', classical gleukos. Why 
it i~ so exciting is that etymological theory postulates 
that glukus derives from *dlukus, which with a metathesis 
gives Lat. dulcis. Thus the Myc. could be the anterior 
stage 1 • ut-o:ff somewhat by Frisk 's dismissal 
of tbe form as a late reformation; but having consulted Michel 
I am reassured that the form really can be 8ncient In other 
words we have here not only a very satisfactory new Myc. ord, 
but confirmation of a rather dubious etymology and a phonetic 
dif.ference (preservation of the group dl) between M.yc, and 
later Greek. 

Now this concerns you too, because of your ~ork on the 
VIN ideogram. For as you have no doubt alresdy realised, 
this is the tablet with *13lb just above; and the !orm of VIN 
here is aberrant, since - as far as I can see on the photo -
the two interior bars are absent from the right-hand box of 
the sign; in ract the right-hEnd upright is a bit hesitant. 
Does this mean the scribe hesitated or made a mistake in drawing 
the upright, and then to conf·irm that he meant 'must' not 
'wine' wrote the word almost on top of the sign? If we 
knew what preceded this would of course clinch the matter; 
but it looks to me very likely that normal VIN preceded. 
Of course this is a tablet from the Room of the Chariot Tablets, 
and I am tempted still by my theory of a scribal school. 
There are so T.any odd things about that group of taGlets, 
Pnd so many deletions and re sed teblets. "hAt do you think 
ebout~he ideogram? 

Another question. vhat about JPO 's suggestion of a 
small edition in transcription of MY tablets? I have refrained 
~rom criticising your transcriptions in MT II, but I see he 
is less inhibited. Some or his readings look good, though I 
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should like to verirytthem on the originals berore putting 
my name to them. Are you in rav:our of the idea, or do you 
propose to use the same tactics as with PTT? . 

Joan and I ere going on a Greek crui-se- at the end of' .April 
(I shall have the pleasure of' conducting ~.party to Mycenae and 
ta:nti.ng on the walls of Troy). Then in June I hope to go to 
Rumaniai , and on to Greece again f'or some .mor~ serious work. 
However, this. may depend upo_n whether the pound is worth anything 
bytthen, and ~hether you have got any gold ~ef't. What times 
we live in1 

Yours, 

c-1~ 
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